Colorado United Session Plan ™

Coach Barry Mantle

Session date

Week 5

Team/Age Group

U8
Time available

Shooting - Improve Technical Ability
Theme

1 Hour

NOTES
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#341 - Dribble, Turn & Shoot
* 15x25 yard area, set up as per diagram
* Front player from each line dribbles towards the goal they are facing then completes a sharp
turn (drag back, step over, stop turn) and dribbles towards the other goal and shoots
* Return to the same line
Progression: Add a GK in the goal
Coaching Points
* Close control when dribbling
* A, B, C of shooting: A - Approach/Angle, B - Balance, C - Contact (laces - toe down)
#345 - Slalom and Shoot
* Divide into 2 lines, each player has a ball
* Front player from each line dribbles through the cones and shoots on goal
* Next player goes on coach's command or after the player has in front of them has shot
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Progression: Make a competition between the teams, the first ball that crosses the goal line
between each team gets a point
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Coaching Points
* Close control when dribbling
* A, B, C of shooting: A - Approach/Angle, B - Balance, C - Contact (laces - toe down)
* Strike through the ball, chest above ball & leaning forward, land on kicking foot to generate
more power
#346 - Dribble, Pass and Shoot
* 20x30 yard area
* Divide into 2 groups as per diagram
* Front player from each line dribble forward at the same time
* Before half way they pass their ball into the path of the opposing player who then receives the
ball and shoots on goal
* Striker then goes to the back of the opposing teams line
Coaching Points
* Timing and quality of set up pass for opposing player
* Good first touch and attitude to shoot
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#183 - Y Passing with Shot
* Set up as per diagram, lots of balls, cones 10 yards apart
* Passer plays the ball into middle person and follows pass, middle player receives the ball to turn
(open door/back foot) and passes the ball to one of the players on the end and follows pass
* End player receives the ball and turns to shoot on goal
* After shooting they dribble to the back of the line
* Next player starts when the the end player has received the ball, receiving middle player
alternates which side they turn to each ball

Coaching Points
* Aware of roles and responsibility, pay attention to details of where to pass, correct foot
* Quality of turn, open body up and receive with furthest foot
* Good technique and attitude to shoot
* Finish with regular scrimmage
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